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ABSTRACT ANTIQUITY OF KANCHI 

 

Kanchipuram has been variously Called form ancient timer –Kachippedu, Kacci, Kanchi, 

Kanchipuram and conjeevaram . 

Of there, the first is the oldest and the most original. Kacci  is a contraetion of 

Kaccippedu. The Tamil works of Apper and Sambandar refer to Kacci and Kanchi. The more popular 

form Kanci is got by the softening of the hard consonant of Kacci. Kanchi is another authorized chage 

for Kanchi.derived by the lengthening of the Initial. short consonnatn. All these charges are supported 

by rules of Tamil grammar Kanchi is Satisfied form of the Dravidian word Kaccippedu. According to 

Dr.Burnell the saskrit word Kanchi is a mistranslation of the Draividan Kanci. 

Some Early Records give as the name of the largerdivision in which Kanchi was situtated –

Tundakavisay also  known as Tondira Tundira, Tonda and Tondai. 

The Tamil equivalentof Tundka visaya is Tondamandalam. Theregion from south pennar 

North words along the coast as for as North PennarConstituted Tondaymandalam, extending Cp to the 

Northen side of the Pdicat lake, The Northem Portion was known as Aruva Vadathalai dominated by 

Tirupathi. 
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Introduction 

 
Tondamandalm was one and Kanci was chief town in it, The earliest Referent to kanci is foun 

in the Puranas. The Morkendaya Purana mentionsKanchi is th south amoung the sacred places. In the 

Lalitopakhyana portion of the Brahamandapurna occurs a hymn of Brahma praising Adikamachi the 

supreme goddess at Kanchi. 

It is said that Brahma performed activities to havea darsan of sridevi. Adikamachi the mother 

of the mothe of the Trimurtis appered before him with vishnu, Brahma, calling her as kamachi 

requested her to her to bless the boly spot eternally wit her divine presence for the welfare of the 

people. Agreeing to these she requested Vishnu to grace the city with his Divin manifertation. siva also 

came to stay there, and then took place the marriage of siva with Devi who is said to have come out of 

the look of Kamachi. 

The mythical Accoutn says that parvithi engaged in sport with siva, prevented him from the 

performance of th vaidika karma. To along for this she was asked to do penance. On the banks of 

kampa and to get relief from Mahalakshmi. 

At the time of this seperatin siva is said to have lived under a mango tree. 

 
Pantanjali, who has been assigned to second century B.C. refers to kanchi. He explains 

grammatically how from the name of the town the word “Kancipuraka” was formed. Indicatong the 

inhabitant of the places. So even in that Remote age the city was known to North Indian scholars. 

There was commericial contact between Nroth India and the southern Kingdoms. The fac that 

potanjali sigles out this city for referenc. Shows perhaps the fact that there was apparently no or little 

Intellectueal contact between them as there was between kanci and Patalipautra. 

Fereand says that the identification of Honnatche with kanci is phonetically satisfactory for the 

epoch of   Han and Historically too it is possible the china had relation with kanchi in the second 

centry BC. 

Pugalendi also speaks in high terms about the people of Tondamandalam and says that they 

will not utter a single terms even to gain an empire. 

Ptolemy C. C. 140. A.D.) in his geography gives a list of countries and cities he visited. 

Though he does not mention kanchi by name the kanchi district can be satisfactorily Indentified. 
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Social and Economic Conditions: 

 
Kanchi included among its inhabitants the tradition for division of the Hindu society. 

(i) Brahmanas 

(ii) Ksartriyas 

(iii)Vaisyas (iv)and sudras 

Mahendravaraman II maintained the sacred law of the castes says the kuram grant. The pallavas are 

said to have enforced the special Rules of all castes and orders. 

However the pallava epigraphs refer to Brahmnas and the ksatriyas and not to the other two classes 

as such. 

Threre were tradrs. artisans, weavers and other professionals in the city. The artisans were 

Blackmiths, gold miths, Brassmiths, carpenters, Idol makars. 

Ekambara Eswar Temple 

 
Spread over 10 hectares of land, the Ekambareswarar Temple is one of the largest places of 

worship in Kanchipuram. It is also one of the five main shrines of Lord Shiva. The complex was 

originally constructed by Pallava Dynasty in the 6th century and later redesigned by the Tanjore 

Nayaks. The Nayaks built the famous gopuram in the complex, which is a gatehouse tower standing 

59 meters high. From March to April, the temple hosts the most important religious festival in the city 

– Panguni Brahmotsavam. Hotels in Kanchpuram are the best in terms of service. 

This temple is located on Ekambareswarar Sannidhi Street and is open from 6 am to 9 pm. 

 
2. Kanchi Kailasanathar Temple 

 
The Kanchi Kailasanathar Temple is one of the oldest temple complexes in Kanchipuram. It is 

dedicated to the Hindu God Shiva. Its complex is one of the earliest examples of the architectural 

elements taken from the famous Pallava Dynasty. The central hall of the temple displays a one-of-its-

kind 16-sided Shivalinga made of smooth black granite stone. Make sure you check out sub-shrines of 

this place, as they contain many pillars decorated with sculptures of other Hindu Gods. 

3. Kanchi Kamakshi Amman Temple 

 
The Kanchi Kamakshi Amman Temple is another important religious heritage site in the city. 

It is also the primary worship center for one of the most religious temples of South India – Kanchi 

Kamakoti Mutt. This is why it is the first place that comes to mind when people think of Kanchipuram 

temples. The original construction details of the temple are unknown, but it is known among the locals 

that the temple was built by Pallava kings. Hotels in Kanchpuram are the best in terms of service. 

There is a rich historical background behind the Kanchi Kamakshi Amman Temple. The 

myths and legends have stated that the holy site is associated with Adi Shankara – the patron saint of 

Kanchi Kamakoti Mutt. If you happen to visit the temple during February or March – you will also be 

able to enjoy the annual chariot festival held here. It is a time of great fanfare in the city and it also 
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includes the age-old tradition of their-vizha. 

The temple is located on Kamakshi Amman Sannidhi Street in Periya and is open from 6 am 

to 9 pm. 

4. Varadaraja Perumal Temple 

 
For the followers of Vaishnavism, the Varadaraja Perumal Temple is one of the holiest sites in the 

city. It is dedicated to Lord Vishnu and is part of the 108 Divya Desams. Divya Desams are the 

holiest and most sacred Vaishnavite sites in India. It is also said that these places have been personally 

visited by the 12 Alwars. Hotels in Kanchpuram are the best in terms of service. 

The temple displays more than 350 inscriptions in its complex, all of them attributed to the major 

dynasties that ruled over the entirety of South India. Many tourists and devotees also visit the temple 

to admire its most famous architectural feature – the 100 pillared halls with a huge variety of 

sculptures and structures dedicated to numerous Hindu Gods. 

The temple is located on W Mada Street in Nethaji Nagar and it is open from 6 am to 9 pm. 

 
5. Ulagalantha Perumal Temple 

 
The Ulagalantha Perumal Temple is a relatively small complex dedicated to Vamana, who is the fifth 

avatar of Lord Vishnu. It is one of the 108 Divya Desams and is made with a distinctly Dravidian 

style of architecture. The temple is also mentioned in a variety of Tamil 

literature that goes as far back as the 6th century. More than a dozen festivals are celebrated in the 

temple every year, but it is most popular for the vibrant Brahmotsvam and their-vizha. 

The temple is located in Kamakshi Amman Sannidhi Street in Periya and it is open from 6 am to 9 

pm. Kanchipuram hotels are the best when it comes to food as well. 

6. Trilokinath Temple 

 
Built during the Pallava dynasty, the Trilokinath Temple is an important religious site for devotees of 

the Jain religion. Of all the Jain temples in the country, this is one of the few places that is designed in 

the D. 

7. Iravasthalam and Piravasthalam 

 
Covered pathway dotted with lion-pillars, Vaikuntanathaperumal Temple, Kanchipuram, India. 755-

790 CE. / Photo by Anantha Krishnan, Creative Commons 

These two shrines, located across each other, are minor shrines of the Pallava period. They appear 

more like a prototype of later temples built. Irava meaning immortality and Pirava meaning no-rebirth 

and the gods at these temples, Iravathaneswarar and Piravathaneswarar are implied to bestow these 

blessings on the devotees. The temples are believed to have been built by Rajasimha Pallavan in the 
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8th century CE. 

8. Thanthondreeswarar Temple 

 
Located a short walk from the Ekambareswara temple, the most interesting and significant Pallava 

sculptures found here are believed to portray the scenes from the satirical work „ Mathavilasa 

Prahasana‟ of emperor Mahendravarma Pallavan I. 

Located a short walk from the Ekambareswara temple, the most interesting and significant Pallava 

sculptures found here are believed to portray the scenes from the satirical work „ Mathavilasa 

Prahasana‟ of emperor Mahendravarma Pallavan I. 

9. vaikuntanathaperumal 

 
Vaikuntanathaperumal Temple, Kanchipuram, India. Late 8th century CE. / Photo by Anantha 

Krishnan, Creative Commons 

Unlike most of his Shiva-worshipping ancestors, Nandivarma Pallava Malla, who is said to have 

joined the dynasty from outside the Kanchi lineage, was a great devotee of Vishnu and 

built this temple in the third quarter of the 8th century CE. The walls of a covered walk around the 

temple vimana or tower are divided into a series of panels wherein a sculptural gallery of the entire 

Pallava dynasty history is displayed. They cover the period of Pallava origin to the reign of 

Nandivarman. Many of them have worn away with the passing years. The vimana is similar to the one 

at the Kailasanatha temple although the ground plan differs. The tower encloses a flight of steps to the 

two upper storeys. At the three levels, the Vishnu deities are installed in sitting, reclining and standing 

postures. 

Conclusion: 

 
The graceful blessings of God and the lives of human beings are connected together always in 

which time is conceived as a crystal system. Art is the reflection of the life of the people and also the 

storehouse of their noblest thoughts. The conclusion of the study is a variety of age temples in 

Kanchipuram were recognized. The major significance of the main temple was explained. 
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